In this work, we use genetic algorithm(GA) for Ramsey graphs. Two versions of this algorithm are based on CPP and MATLAB.
Introduction
In this paper, we only use simple undirected graphs: without multi-edges and loops. The Ramsey's theorem states that for any pair of positive integers , there exists a least positive integer such that for any complete graph on vertices, whose edges are coloured red or blue, there exists either a complete subgraph on vertices which all edges are blue, or a complete subgraph on vertices which all edges are red.
Several algorithms are presented in Ramsey theory to produce two colorings of complete graphs without such complete subgraphs. These algorithms are only produce the monochoromatic subgraphs of these two colorings. In fact, the adjacency matrices of these graphs are presented. In these matrices, the entries are 1 if and only if the edge between have the same color.
In this work, two genetic algorithms are presented which produce some iterations from parent graphs. These algorithms have different methods.
Preliminaries
Definition 2-1 Let be a simple graph with vertices and edges. A -clique in is a complete subgraph of with vertices. An independent set of order , is a subset vertices of , without any edges between them in . We call is a -graph if has vertices, and without -cliques and independent set of order .
Definition 2-2 Let be a simple graph and . Define the neighbor set Of , the set of vertices of such as , which adjacent to . If , then is the induced subgraph of produced by . In fact,
. Especially, define the neighbor graph of .
Definition 2-3
Let be a positive integer number and be a -graph. We call a diagonal Ramsey graphs, because the number of forbidden clique and forbidden independent sets are the same.
The following theorem is the base theorem of the first algorithm: The Gluing Algorithm. This theorem use the neighbor graphs. 
Algorithms
First, we present two main algorithms: The Gluing Algorithm and The Greedy Algorithms.
The first algorithm find a -graph if and only if , certainly. But the second algorithm find graphs with vertices such that the number of -cliques and independent sets of order are decreasing by iterations. Both of them are algorithm suitable for arbitrary positive integers . But if , the usage of second algorithm is very simple than the other. If , the first is more better.
The gluing algorithm has graphical nature and has low speed. The second algorithm is a greedy algorithm and has high speed. Unfortunately the second find graphs which are approximately diagonal Ramsey graphs.
3-1 The Gluing Algorithm
This algorithm is well-defined by Theorem 2-1. We need a data base of all -graphs and -graphs . Then set and the vertices of are the only neighbors of . Now it is important how set edges between vertices of and to produce -graphs. This algorithm is applied by McKay and Radziszowski to prove that there exist no -graph, [2] . Now, we present the generalization of this algorithm.
In fact, let be the adjacency graph of and , respectively. Thus the adjacency graph of the product is as follows:
The is matrix and is called the gluing matrix. Two approach could be present for finding this matrix. Case 1. Probabilistic Method-We present a probabilistic algorithm to find an arbitrary -matrix of order . This case is very easy to use, but very unefficient algorithm. One could apply some changes randomly on 0s and 1s and hopes to find better gluing matrix!! 
3-2 The Greedy Algorithm
This algorithm is suitable for arbitrary positive integers . But we suppose . We find the new adjacency matrices from their parents by some additional conditions: The new graphs have cliques and independent sets less than their parents. We don't claim that this algorithm find -graphs. This algorithm only get two graphs of order and generate a new graph such that this graph has cliques and independent set less than their parents! This algorithm is as follows: 1. Let -matrices of order . 2.
find all from , a -matrix of order such that are -clique or independent set of order . 3. Give parents graphs of order . 4. Procedure find the maximum subgraph of graph which has the clique number less than and independent set number less than . This subgraph has vertex set . One could rearrange the vertex set of such that the first vertices of adjacency matrix of are . We set the adjacency matrix of by . 5. Procedure find the maximum subgraph of graph which has the clique number less than and independent set number less than . This subgraph has vertex set . One could rearrange the vertex set of such that the last vertices of adjacency matrix of are . We set the adjacency matrix of by .
6. Procedure set the graph from parents such that if , its vertex set is . Otherwise, the reminder vertices are choosen from . Set be the adjacency matrix of induced graph produced by these reminder vertices from , and be the adjacency part of of vertices versues . The adjacency matrix of is as follows:
4.Examples
We claim that the gluing algorithm is useful for . In fact, the -graphs are, , . Since does not have any cliques, the condition 3 must be checked for only 1-cliques of . Therefore, the neighbors of vertices of are independent sets of . does not have any independent set of order 7.
In the greedy algorithm, the graph has similar structure like . The following example use this algorithm for generating the -graphs. Example 4-2 Suppose . Let be the two graphs with 43 vertices. In fact, we use the adjacency matrices of these graphs. Then we enumerate all subsets of order 5 from . Now, we choose all subgraphs of order 5 from . These subgraphs are induced -submatrices of order 5. These subgraphs are 5-cliques if and only if the sum of their entries are 10 and they are independent sets of order 5 if and only if the sum of their entries are 0. Thus we enumerate the 5-cliques and independent sets of order 5 from . We use the , to find the maximum subgraphs (or submatrices) of without 5-cliques and independent set of order 5. We called these graphs are
. If , choose some vertices from To find a -matrrix. This is the procedure. Now we enumerate the 5-cliques and independent sets of order 5 from . Thus must be construct the new graphs with the number of 5-cliques and independent set of order 5 are less than their parents.
Conclusion
The gluing algorithm find -graph if and only if you have a complete database of -graphs and -graphs. Let . Therefore, -graph database are the known graphs: independent sets. Thus the gluing algorithm of these graphs to -graphs is easy to use. In the greedy algorithm, it is possible to find regular graph if are regular. This algorithm is so fast, but its solutions are not -graphs, but approximately -graphs. One could hope in several generation, the will be a -graph! Since the most famous -graphs are regular, these algorithms could be refined to construct regular graphs from regular parents. The critical -graphs are selfcomplementary graphs. One could use some versions of the greedy algorithm to construct self-complementary graphs.
